Tensioned DescenderPro

- The most comprehensive ceiling recessed projection screen in the market with tab-tensioned system for a perfectly flat screen surface. Redesigned and improved for ease of installation and a clean finish.
- Easy Serviceability System – the roller with motor and screen surface can be ‘clicked’ in-place for easy installation and servicing. Once installed, the motor and screen surface remain accessible.
- After installation, the closure panel and side-caps align for a clean finish without gaps.
- Choose between the unique 2-step installation or use direct 1-step installation-option.
- The tab-tensioning system will keep the projection surface under a constant tensioning for a perfectly flat viewing area.
- The case and the projection screen surface can be made to exactly the right size and the case is available in any colour for optimal integration into any interior.
- The Tensioned DescenderPro is supplied with a wall switch.
- The projection surface is extremely flat, making it suitable for all types of data and video projection.
- A five-year limited warranty on the Descender range to match the high quality of the products.

Available dimensions
Minimum width: 180 cm | Maximum width: 400 cm

Other options
- Radio frequency: Includes built-in radio frequency receiver, making it possible to operate the screen using the supplied remote control.

Accessories
- All-in-One Control Box
- More on page 62

New case design for a clean finish
Slat bar retracts into the case
Now available with Parallax Ambient Light Rejecting option
Ambient Light Rejection goes Electric

Parallax 0.8 ALR is now available in the Tensioned Elpro Concept and Tensioned DescenderPro. Parallax is a projection technology that features an advanced optical lens system that rejects light, rather than only diffusing light. Up till now, this ALR material was only available in a fixed frame projection screen, but now it can also be selected as a surface option in the two most popular motorized screens.

**Premium Ambient Light-Rejecting Technology**
For environments with uncontrolled ambient light, there’s no better solution than Parallax. Our industry-leading surfaces are made of lens-like micro layers designed to achieve optimal ambient light rejection. The result is a bright, speckle-free image without glare.

Parallax 0.8 surface for standard throw projectors (1.5:1 or greater) comes with a standard black drop of 5 cm.